[Ca2+/H+ exchange through plasma membrane in the system of transport of calcium and hydrogen ions].
The survey is aimed to review the data from literature, concerning possible mechanisms of Ca2+ and H+ transport through the plasma membrane of a cells, and also possibility of existence of Ca2+/H(+)-exchange in the plasma membrane of the muscle cells. It is known that the modification of pHl (delta pH) also can influence the work of the contractile system of muscle cells, and the transition of Ca2+ through the plasma membrane of the cells. Thus, one can suppose a direct relation between Ca2+ and H+ transport, through Ca2+/H+ exchange, and indirect relation through connection with other systems of transport of both Ca2+ (Ca(2+)-ATPase, Na+/Ca2+ exchange), and H+ (Na+/H(+)-exchange, H(+)-ATPase). For example it is shown, that the activator (inhibitor) of the Na+/H(+)-exchange through the plasma membrane of muscle cells, influence the work of the retractive system. And as is known, Ca2+ takes main part in involvement in the system excitation--contraction, and, thus, influencing the work of the Na+/H(+)-exchange, it is possible to regulate transport of Ca2+ through the plasma membrane of a muscle cell. The problem about a possibility of existence of Ca2+/H+ exchange, or functioning of Ca2+/H(+)-exchanger, is still far from the solution. Therefore, in the given review the attempt is made to analyze available information about possible connection between Ca2+ and H+ transport through the plasma cell membrane.